The Corpus Juris Civilis is indispensable for Roman law research.
Introduction
We have determined, with the help of God, now to make a present, for the common good, of what appeared to many past emperors to require improvement, but which none of them, in the meantime, ventured to put into effect. Justinian had a knack for discovering talent, and placed some of his protégés on the commission. 20 One of those protégés was a lawyer named Tribonian, quite possibly the brightest legal mind in the empire, and a very charming man to boot. 21 He was only the sixth-ranked member, 22 but quickly became one of the most important figures in the Corpus Juris Civilis's story. One year later, the commission finished the Codex Iustianus --a remarkable feat by the reckoning of that age's historians. 23 The Codex was a practical handbook for judges, officials, and litigators that contained the empire's most important laws in one place. 24 This first edition, called the Codex Vetus, 25 is now lost to time.
26

Tribonian's Rise and the Second Law Commission
One of Justinian's goals was to unite the empire under Christianity (specifically, the proper form Christianity as Justinian saw it). To meet this goal, the emperor ordered a purge of heretics and pagans from official ranks, which worked to Tribonian's benefit. 27 Sometime between 527 and 529, imperial officials removed Thomas from the position of quaestor sacri 20 Honoré, supra note 15, at 12-13. 21 Id.; Norwich, supra note 12, at 196 (1989); Honoré, supra note 15, at 49. 22 Honoré, supra note 15, at 44. 23 Id. at 46. 24 Id. at 48. 25 palatii. 28 The quaestor drafted imperial laws, headed up legal reform, and spoke for the emperor. 29 This was a very powerful position in the emperor's inner circle, and after Thomas's departure, Tribonian took his place. 30 Tribonian's star rose further in 530 when Justinian appointed him chair of the Second Law Commission. 31 This commission had two major assignments: create a textbook for first-year law students, and compile several centuries' worth of juristic writings into one collection. 32 This commission would not have much time, however, before their work was interrupted by the Nika Riots.
33 28 Honoré, supra note 15, at 46-47. 29 Id. at 8-9. 30 Kearley, supra note 8, at 382 n.32; Honoré, supra note 15, at 47. Interestingly, some historians contend that Tribonian was also a pagan. See, e.g., Barker, supra note 11, at 72; Norwich, supra note 12, at 196. If true, one wonders how Tribonian managed to avoid the putsch. Barker theorizes that Tribonian's gift for flattery kept him in Justinian's good graces. Barker, supra note 11, at 72. Honoré, however, says we should not be quick to apply the pagan label. Honoré sees Christian sentiment in the propaganda Tribonian wrote for Justinian, and thinks that Tribonian's pride and wit might have angered contemporary bishops and theologians, causing them to label Tribonian a pagan to besmirch his name. Ultimately, Honoré concludes that we cannot know for sure whether Tribonian was pagan or not from the evidence available. Honoré, supra note 15, at 65-69. While most books and articles use the terms "committee", "commission", or "commissioners" when discussing the bodies that created the Corpus Juris Civilis, Roman Law scholar David Pugsley argues that it would be more proper to think of the Second Law Commission as "Tribonian and the others" rather than a collective team, noting that the Digest's preface says nothing about a commission or commissioners. David Pugsley, On Compiling Justinian's Digest II: Plans and Interruptions, 13 J. of Legal Hist. 209, 213 (1992) .
32
Honoré, supra note 15, at 48. The Nika Riots began with chariot racing 34 and ended with over 30,000 deaths, including the decapitation of two of the nephews of previous emperor Anastasius I. 35 The riots allowed Justinian's wife, Empress Theodora, to show her strength and determination during its apex. 36 On the other hand, the riots dealt Tribonian a setback when Justinian agreed to remove him as quaestor in a unsuccessful attempt to placate rioters. 37 The riots themselves must have disrupted work on the Corpus Juris Civilis, but their overall impact could have been worse. Tribonian still head of the Commission, and he was quaestor again by 534. 38 In addition, some scholars theorize that the emperor, looking for a public-relations boost in the riots' wake, may have accelerated the schedule for the next installment of the CJC, the Digest.
34
Perhaps it should not be too surprising that even back then rabid sports fans were causing city-wrecking riots. Books were divided into a total of 432 titles (tituli), titles into laws, laws into sections or paragraphs. Each law had a header called an inscription stating which jurist wrote it, the title of the work that the law came from, and which volume in the jurist's work the law came from (e.g., Paulus's second book on the fideicommissum).
48
The Digest text was not copied from the original verbatim, and does not indicate when a commissioner made an interpolation, an edit to the jurist's work to avoid redundancy or contradiction with Justinian law.
49
With the academic Tribonian as Commission chair, the Digest had a different tone than practitioner-oriented Codex Vetus.
50
The Commission designed the Digest to be a comprehensive handbook, more detailed than the Codex, for judges and practitioners, with all the jurists' writings that counsel could cite in court. At the same time, Tribonian and his imperial patron also pictured the Digest as a legal textbook and storehouse of ancient learning --all the works of the 46 Barker, supra note 11, at 170; Honoré, supra note 15, at 48; Pugsley, supra note 31, at 213. Tribonian said it was 2000 books, but he may have exaggerated for effect. Honoré, supra note 15, at 147.
47
Const. Deo auctore, supra note 31, at § § 7-10. This book, important as it was, was not perfect. Foremost among the Digest's flaws was its organization, an "appalling arrangement".
52
Part of the problem came from the source material. Tribonian's commission organized the books and the titles partially based on the legal education curriculum at the time 53 (a system that Justinian and Tribonian themselves described as haphazard and perverse) 54 , but mostly on the awkward Praetor's Edict. 55 The problems, unfortunately, do not end there. Books and titles are organized by topic.
Within each title, however, the system changes. In order to understand this system, we must first learn more about the process the Second Law Commission used to three million lines of writing into 432 titles of the Digest. and organized them using a topic outline based on the Praetor's Edict. Codex is often translated to code in English, but Codex likely referred to the fact that this publication would be in the form of a bound book with spine and pages, called a codex in Latin, as opposed to a liber, which would normally be a papyrus scroll. Birks & McLeod, supra note 3, at 9. 70 Humfress, supra note 26, at 163. 71 Kaiser, supra note 5, at 134. 72 Kaiser, supra note 5, at 138.
Tribonian's preferred legal language. 73 Most of the novellae, however, were in Greek, the Byzantine Empire's majority language by then. 74 Justinian planned to collect the novellae he passed from 534-554 in a set to give to the western parts of his empire, but that never happened.
75
It would fall to private scholars to compile Justinian's novellae after the emperor's death. Modern collections of the novellae resemble session law books: each novel gets a chapter number, although Justinian did not number his laws originally. Also like session law series, modern novellae collections are not organized by subject.
76
Each novel usually begins with an inscription saying to whom the constitution is addressed (including that person's title), along with a declaration that the emperor is issuing the document. A praefatio/prooimiom (preface) states the reason Justinian issued the law. Then comes the main text of the law, followed by an epilogus/epilogo (epilogue) telling the people who receive the law how and to whom the law must be publicized and when the law is effective.
A subscription at the end states when the law was issued.
77
Together with the Codex, Digest, and Institutes, these edicts formed the final piece of Justinian's efforts to make the body of Roman law his. From their publication date onward, Justinian stated that imperial law was "as if it had been uttered from our own inspired mouth." Humfress, supra note 26, at 164. 76 Kearley, supra note 8, at 380. 77 Id. at 380-81. Kearley notes that many novellae compilations left out the subscriptions, which made it hard for modern scholars to reconstruct many of them. Id. at 381.
78
Const. Deo auctore, supra note 31, at § 6.
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The Codex, Digest, Institutiones, and Novellae were the only forms of law that lawyers and officials could cite in court. From Justinian's view, there was not even a need to keep the old sources for historical research. Justinian ordered Tribonian's commission to destroy some of the sources they used, 79 and many other copies of the ancient resources disappeared from neglect. 80 Now, Justinian's project to revise Roman law was complete. It was time to reform legal education.
Justinian Education Reform
Byzantine legal education was not necessarily bad, and had in fact revived in recent decades. The school in Beirut (then known as Berytus) enjoyed the best reputation; it was the "mother of the law", and its faculty "the teachers of the eucumene (empire)".
81
Constantinople's school was also well-regarded. Justinian, however, did not think highly of institutes in Alexandria, Athens, and Caesarea. Paper's high value in olden days may have helped. Since paper was precious back then, writers would re-use paper as much as possible. One of their methods was creating a palimpsest, which involved removing the ink on a page with solvent. Monks from the fourth through tenth centuries would often create palimpsests out of ancient works to use as paper for religious tomes. Fortunately, beginning in the 17th century, scholars could test paper to find out if it had been used as a palimpsest, and could even recover some of the removed writing. Using these techniques, Barthold Georg Niebuhr discovered that an eighth-century copy of the Epistles of Const. Omnem, supra note 31, at § 7.
to better prepare students for legal practice and for careers as imperial officials. 83 The language of instruction was also important. Justinian was a native Latin-speaker, 84 and Tribonian preferred Latin to Greek. 85 They were in the minority, however. Few people in the capital outside of the legal and bureaucratic spheres spoke Latin, and lectures at Beirut and Constantinople had been in Greek since at least the early fifth century. 86 Creating a quality legal curriculum with lectures in Greek but using the Latin-language Digest, Codex, and Institutes could be one way to encourage bright Greek-speaking students to learn Justinian's and Tribonian's favored language.
87
Justinian's law of December 16, 533, limited the list of authorized law schools to three:
Beirut, Constantinople, and Rome. 88 In the first year of the Justinian curriculum, students attended lectures on the Institutes and the first part of the Digest. Second and third years were devoted to lectures on other parts of the Digest. Fourth year was for private study of the rest of the Digest, and the fifth year was spent on private study of the Codex. Justinian may have added a sixth year for private study of his novels. 89 To help their studies (and increase his new works' visibility, no doubt), Justinian made provisions for law students to receive cheap copies of the 83 Jolowicz & Nicholas, supra note 45, at 453-54; Honoré, supra note 15, at 49. 84 Moorhead, supra note 35, at 7. 85 Honoré, supra note 15, at 41. 86 Jolowicz & Nicholas, supra note 45, at 453; Barker, supra note 11, at 171-72; Kearley, supra note 8, at 381. 87 Honoré, supra note 15, at 49. 88 Kaiser, supra note 5, at 126, citing Const. Omnem, supra note 31. A massive earthquake destroyed Beirut, including its law school, in 551. Many lawyers associated with the school died in the disaster. The school moved to Sidon, but never again would it be the empire's "mother of the law". Dan, supra note 81, at 284; Honoré, supra note 15, at 255-56. Lest any students think Justinian was no fun at all, however, he did allow third-year Papinianistae to continue celebrating the day they began that year of study. Jolowicz & Nicholas, supra note 45, at 500. 91 Norwich, supra note 12, at 262.
92
Jolowicz & Nicholas, supra note 45, at 500-03. In an extra twist of the knife to the Latinate Justinian and Tribonian, the Basilica used Greek translations of the Digest, Codex, and Institutes for its excerpts. Id. 93 Norwich, supra note 12, at 250-54. and Roman law borrowed from the Codex Theodosianus. 95 After several centuries, however, Justinian returned to western Europe.
The Medieval Revival
By the mid-eleventh century, conditions in western Europe were ready for a Justinianian revival. Centers of learning moved their focus from dredging ancient writings for knowledge towards systematic, logical study of fields. This study required an authoritative text more complete than the bare-bones Codex, introductory Institutes, and scattershot Novellae. The different nations within the Holy Roman Empire moved towards Latin dialects, and looked to Roman institutions to provide answers for problems that Germanic traditions did not address. 98 The final piece of the puzzle fell into place with the discovery of the Codex Secundus, a copy of the Digest, which had been long lost to western Europe. The Secundus formed the basis of the Digest versions created in medieval times, but copies of it no longer exist. Irnerius's students and successors created a legal network that replaced the local lords' ad-hoc justice. Roman law, and with it Justinian's books, had returned to continental prominence. Azo's student, Accursius, was the last and arguably most famous of the Glossators. His crowning accomplishment was the Glossa Ordinaria, which compiled all his predecessors' summae and 96,000 of their glossae into one book that became the mandatory reference for Roman law for the rest of the medieval era.
110
Their work practically defined European law in the middle ages, but would complicate later scholars' efforts.
111
The Digest Evidence shows that the Glossators knew about the Florentina, but did not use it when creating their commentaries on the Corpus Juris Civilis, using the Codex Secundus instead. 1 Ecklund, supra note 102, at 322-23; Stein, supra note 96, at 48-49. By this time, Justinian's books were always published alongside their glossae, but Accursius's books were often published minus the original Justinianian texts. While Justininan would likely approve of the idea of one book containing all the laws of the land, this author imagines he would not be pleased that it was done through commentaries on the CJC. A healthy sense of irony did not seem to be one of Justinian's foremost qualities. 111 Stein, supra note 96, at 46. 112 Dondorp & Schrage, supra note 101, at 13-14; Radding & Ciaralli, supra note 94, at 2, 172-75. Earlier theories favored the idea that the Secundus was culled together from different fragments of Digest copies over the years, but more recent thought says it was a copy of the Florentina that had some errors introduced during the copying process. Id. 
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Infortiatum. The last part of the Digest, Dig. 39.1-50.17, became the Digestum Novum, which the Glossators published after the other two parts of the Vulgata.
114
The Codex In the earlier middle ages, scholars only copied constitutiones relevant to their era, reducing Justinian's Codex to a smaller collection of imperial enactments now known as the Epitome Codicis. Some constitutiones were later restored to the Codex, minus the inscription and subscription stating which emperor issued them and when. 
116
The Novellae The Glossators also collected only the novellae they decided were relevant to their times, using private collections as their source. In the early middle ages, the most prominent of these private collections was the Epitome Juliani, which sixth-century Constantinople law professor Julian created for his students. The mere fact that Scott was able to translate all of Justinian's books is a remarkable accomplishment, but Scott based his translation on an older Latin edition of the Corpus Juris Civilis and did not give much thought to the special meanings of legal Latin.
English Translations
142
The end result was a readable translation that failed to convey the true meaning of the original text. Nevertheless, readers can use Scott's translation to determine which part of the Corpus Juris Civilis they need to look at, and professors find it makes a useful introduction to Roman law. Id. at 30-32; Donahue, supra note 53, at 1062-63. Roman legal history, and he based his translation on the stereotype edition of the Latin CJC.
145
Many who read Blume's translations of the Codex and Novellae found that them better than Scott's translations; Blume's work achieved readability without sacrificing accuracy.
146
Blume's attempts to publish his translation during his lifetime never came to fruition, but it is now available for free on the University of Wyoming law library's website. 
Relevance of the Corpus Juris Civilis to Modern Researchers
Justinian's books form an important cornerstone of the law as we know it today. Even if the CJC is no longer binding, it still provides important insight into the history of European
145
Id. at 526.
146
Id. at 550-54. jurisprudence.
Historical Research
One of the CJC's clearest purposes is to research the law of the Byzantine Empire, the older law of the Roman Empire, and the law of the Roman Republic. Justinian's efforts to make sure Byzantine lawyers, jurists, and officials would only cite to his books guaranteed that future historians would primarily rely on the CJC when researching ancient Roman law. 
Influence in Civil-law Jurisdictions
The CJC, the Glossators' summae, and the Commentators' treatises formed the basis of the ius commune, a set of general legal principles that held sway in many western European Roman law's influence on the post-Revolution United States, its continuing influence on one state, and its influence in many other nations make the CJC a resource that is still relevant for modern researchers -not just scholars of civil and common law, but historians of many disciplines.
How to Research the Corpus Juris Civilis
The Corpus Juris Civilis is still an important resource, but it was not designed to be an easily-searchable code. What is a researcher to do?
Modern secondary sources
When researching an unfamiliar area of the law, one of the best places to start is with a secondary source. will not be surprised to learn that it insists on doing things a little differently. Table T2.34   201 sets out the rules for citing to Roman Law. The Bluebook's format is similar to Gibbon's, but it prefers a bit more information. Happily, this information is easily found in the versions of the CJC most modern researchers will use. Scott's book is also available for free in text format on the Constitution Society's website at http://www.constitution.org/sps/sps.htm. There is very little information on the Constitution Society, so their website seems fine for getting the gist, but probably should not be considered a reliable copy (somewhat appropriate, considering the opinion some Roman law scholars have of Scott's translation). 
Roman Law
Roman law's influence in Western Europe
Medieval cite format
217
The Internet Archive's book search is basic, essentially a PDF-style find-within-thedocument search. The website is free, and books can be downloaded in a variety of formats including PDF, EPUB, and Kindle. 
Conclusion
Justinian's project to consolidate the law and effectively rewrite it in his name was a success, possibly even beyond his wildest dreams. The Corpus Juris Civilis is no longer the binding law of a great empire, but its influence stretched through the middle ages to the modern era. It had a tremendous impact across Europe and much of the earth. Researchers, even those investigating the common law, still need to be familiar with Justinian and Tribonian's great endeavor. Even though the Corpus Juris Civilis suffers from an unfortunate system of organization, we have several tools we can use to make the task of researching the late emperor's works easier. Justinian's legacy looks set to continue for centuries to come.
